The interim assessment that starts with
the student instead of the standard

Transcend is an interim assessment system
designed to empower learning. Integrated, aligned,
and personalized Transcend only tests students
on content they have already learned and
responds to how they learn, uncovering powerful
insights to keep progress moving forward.

Transcend™ provides:
• A flexible design
that can be easily
adjusted to meet
learners where they
are in their learning
journey

• An item bank
aligned to your
scope and
sequence, ensuring
the assessment
is in lockstep with
your students’
instruction

Meet Transcend,
a flexible interim
assessment that allows
you to quickly obtain the
student achievement
information you need—
when you need it.
Fully aligned to your state’s
standards and your district’s
unique scope and sequence,
Transcend will only display
questions based on the
material your students have
had the opportunity to learn.
Transcend’s ability to provide
scope and sequence flexibility
ensures your interims can be
built to align with the changes
to instruction and to what
students have been taught.

• A computeradaptive model
that reduces
testing time leaving
teachers more time
for instruction

• Dynamic score
reports that
provide educators
timely information
about student
achievement

Implementing a custom interim
assessment is as easy as 1-2-3!
1. Interims are administered three times throughout
the school year.
2. S
 elect the domains and subdomains to be tested
with each interim based on your district’s scope
and sequence.
3. S
 chedule your interims with the press of a button.
Watch the video to see it in action!

The benefits of Transcend are threefold
STUDENTS
are tested exclusively on content they’ve
been taught. Tests take under an hour to
complete, and ensure reliable, valid, and
fair results.
This visionary new
assessment system
allows you to build and
deploy fully customized
tests—often in under a
minute—directly from
your local scope and
sequence.

TEACHERS
see the impact of what they’ve taught with
immediate results, highly actionable data,
and easy-to-read reports.

ADMINISTRATORS
understand the impact of instruction and
can intervene when necessary, which is
especially important given the unknown
impact school closures have had on
teaching and learning.

Transcend is flexible, aligned, customized and integrated.

As districts everywhere are flexing their curriculum scope
and sequence to accommodate the unique new challenges,
measurements tools used in the past may not align to
instruction this year.
Conventional assessments test students on the same
content multiple times during the year, but Transcend’s
flexibility allows you to customize the test, measuring only
the material your students have been taught. Additionally,
previously taught standards are continually integrated into
each assessment to make sure students really understand
the concepts.

Transcend Assessment Design

Assess fall
content only

Assess winter
content + fall
review

Assess spring
content +
winter & fall
review

Conventional Assessment Design

Fall interim
test

Winter interim
test

Spring interim
test

Get the reporting you need when and how you need it.

Transcend goes beyond simply measuring
to help inform instruction!
Educators looking to measure student performance
should expect three key components from their
assessment’s reporting abilities.
Look for reporting that is:
1. Informative and actionable so you can implement
the assessment data with other student information
to help improve instruction
2. T
 imely so you can quickly provide student feedback
and “course correct” while the content is still fresh
3. A
 ligned to scope and sequence so student performance
accurately represents what students know and are
able to do
Transcend’s dynamic reports are available immediately
after the assessments are administered, provide reliable
feedback about your students’ achievement, and can be
sorted by district, school, classroom, and student.

For more information, visit
PearsonAssessments.com/Transcend.
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